bio.inspecta AG is an ISO 17020 and ISO 17065 accredited certification body. We offer a wide range of inspection and certification services with a focus on organic. bio.inspecta is the biggest organic certifier in Switzerland. Besides different international clients worldwide we have offices in Turkey and Albania working in organic inspections and certifications. For more information visit our website: www.bio-inspecta.ch

We are looking for a suitable candidate that can fill the following position immediately or by appointment.

Product manager for residue/sampling and support for Quality Management
(80 – 100 %)

Responsibilities:
- Responsible for questions on residues and sampling for bio.inspecta
- Lead the residue/sampling team (National and International) by continuously improving and implementing existing processes (e.g. organization, simplifying, harmonizing)
- Supporting the team and certifying residue cases for agricultural operations and processing and trade in compliance with Swiss and EU organic regulations, NOP and Bio Suisse or other private law labels
- Organizing, managing and monitoring the yearly sampling plan according to the international and Swiss organic regulation
- Representing bio.inspecta in meetings with clients and authorities
- Training team members around sampling and residues
- Support the quality manager in reporting, harmonizing of processes and carrying out internal audits for the Swiss and international offices.
- This position will report to the head of Quality Management

Our ideal candidate will have:
- Degree in agriculture or food sciences or equivalent relevant experience
- Background on crop protection with additional experience/education in:
  - organic farming (EU, NOP, Bio Suisse)
  - pest control management
  - some experience in the assessment of residues on food or feed would be an asset
- Experience in auditing or certification (e.g. products, management systems, farming)
- An independent and efficient workstyle and likes to take decisions
- Experience of working in a customer focused environment
- Excellent communication skills, teamwork, assertiveness and organisational talent
- Willingness to travel within the region and if needed internationally
- Very good knowledge of English and German (French and other languages would be an asset)
**We offer:**
- A challenging job in a sustainable business area with a high level of autonomy
- Great technical support (training and improvement the knowledge in the working scopes)
- A passionate, dedicated team
- A modern work and IT environment
- Attractive employment conditions

If you are interested in this position, please send your **application documents by 06.03.2022** to Marina Limacher: marina.limacher@bio-inspecta.ch. If you have any further questions, please do not hesitate to contact Franziska Staubli, Quality Manager: franziska.staubli@bio-inspecta.ch.